
South of The Border 
 

As an RO the best compliment one can receive is when your ride guests favourable rate your ride course 

as was the case for the inaugural running of “South of The Border”. A ride that was on unchartered 

roads for the majority of starters. 

An early rise was rewarded with a balmy morning and the promise of fair weather as all gathered at the 

Dugandan Pub on the outskirts of the thriving metropolis that is Boonah for the start. 

Digressing slightly, ok a lot…Boonah perhaps has more humble beginnings but wasn’t this the place from 

which back in 2011 a young lad called Peter wearing all his bling rocked the audience to AC/DC’s “It’s a 

Long Way To The Top” on Seven’s X-Factor….if the need arises to check it out YouTube I’m sure has a 

record of it. 

Back on topic, after 30 minute delay to the start the sound of wheels humming, gears changing and 

energetic talk became common place. Our ride group consisted of Peter, Duncan, Phil, Romano (doing 

his first ever 100km ride – not just Audax), Paul, Scott and I. Seven in total with Peter and Duncan doing 

the 200 (actually 210kms) and the rest the 100km (actually 120kms). 

Our course would take riders from Dugandan Pub at Boonah past Mt Alford, Carneys Creek and all the 

way up Spring Creek Road to Queen Mary Falls. The 100km riders would turn around and go home the 

way they came whilst our 200km riders would continue on towards Kilarney (but not reaching it ) before 

turning east and conquering Toolum Lookout, Urbenville, Woodenbong, Rathdowney and then home to 

Boonah. 

Some serious climbing awaited us all. 

Quiet roads and wonderful scenery provided a dramatic backdrop to our ride but the looming distant 

peaks that seemed to be getting both larger and closer provided cause for worrying conversation. A few 

warm up climbs preceded the climb proper which would test all riders except Duncan, he was a 

machine. Rarely did he get out of second gear, not that I know for sure as he was way too far in front of 

me. 

Romano until this ride had conquered a 40km and a 70km ride and to tackle this beast of a course over 

120km was going to be a great effort if successful. The ascent up to the plateau did prove too much and 

the decision to retrace his steps earlier than hoped eventuated. Nothing lost nothing gained and a great 

effort in getting as far as he did. With more rides under his belt he’ll be riding up these hills in no time. 

He did manage a descent of 76kph at one stage, so whilst slower on the uphill more than made up for it 

on the downhill and the flats….cudos Romano and hope to see you on another ride. 

Our meandering up towards the range followed Teviot Brook, unfortunately it was not running with only 

a handful of pool water sparsely populating the smooth rocks that littered its course. In full flight this 

would be a magical place to ride. The group encountered a few sharper little pinches before the beast 

that laid before bit with ferocity and remained with us many kilometres. Four and a half kilometres to be 

exact and at repetitive double digit gradients, in fact nothing under.  



Digressing I thought I would rate my top climbs that have been included on AUDAX rides in SE QLD. 

There are others I’m sure that rate higher so an interesting concept for members to provide feedback on 

other nasties.  

So here we go in order of difficulty……  

Lions Road 

A brute of a climb that is rewarding once at the top, made harder by the physical exertion required 

leading up to the main climb over some very steep and long pinches. The climb is exposed, long and 

steep. Add unfavourable weather conditions such as wind or heat and it’s not going to be an easy one to 

crest.  

 

Spring Creek Road 

Long, steep, hard and relentless…these are my words and I think the words shared by others. Road 

surface is average with little or no shoulders. Leave litter and small rock litter add to its charisma. Traffic 

is light which makes it easier but the narrowness of the road gives little room to criss cross if required.  

You’ll know you’ve done this one. 

Obi Obi 

Hard as with very steep pinches. The bends just keep hiding what’s to come with the mind and spirit 

definitely tested. A fairly generous start with a tempo ride approach but once the split road is reached 

hang on, save your energy and get ready to work. The gradient increases and fails to lessen until the top. 

Add to this traffic and a generally wet road surface due to the western aspect sees a slipping back wheel 

if riding early.  

Natural Bridge 

A long narrow road greets riders from a tree sheltered approach with some low gradient climbing early 

that opens up and increases as the meters climbed increases. Traffic adds to it all but the push to the 

summit is steep, narrow and the road surface is not the best given no shoulders for protection. Its 

exposure adds to the challenge with an unfavourable wind or hot weather adding to the overall 

difficulty. 

 



Tomewin 

A good tempo climb that starts out at an acceptable level but then keeps going and going and going. A 

narrow road with traffic all adds to the challenge and with the average gradient increasing as one nears 

the summit you’ll know you’ve conquered it. It’s comparative to Natural Bridge just not as difficult. 

 

Not sure how Mt Glorious from the Samford side didn’t make the cut, can say was only just outside of 

the top five with its length and sheltered aspect the deciding factors. 

 

Back onto the ride, Paul decided the rising temperature necessitated the leaving of his ride jacket on a 

post, this proved too great a temptation to the locals as it was not where it was left on the return 

journey.  

The highlight of this climb was the magnificent view once crested. The wide almost semi alpine vista of 

the plateau was mind blowing. With wandering bovine free to cross the roads as they saw fit and their 

natural deposits outnumbering pot holes you knew this was a special place. The higher peaks all 

remained mist covered which only added to the magic, mystic and serenity that was thrown into your 

face at every turn. Then there was the significant temperature drop, it must have gone down 10 degrees 

as the air was very cool which made sense given we were now over 1,000 metres above sea level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A quick downhill run allowed time to take in the ambience even more and more opportunity to take 

some pics of the locals going about their business without a care in the world although this one below 

decided he’d cross as I was coming towards him…. 

 

Bovine safely passed and only a handful more encountered the course moved to the final climb on the 

outbound leg and finally the checkpoint at Queen Mary Falls Café but not before the opportunity on the 

last climb to acquire a nice King Orchid that had fallen onto the roadside. How did I spot that, well let’s 

just say I was taking it nice and slow at that point and giving my legs a stretch without the bike. Anyway 

that aside its shape sat nicely on the handlebars to the café. 

Checkpoint reached soon followed by my food order that included, soft drink, choc chip muffin with 

cream, cappuccino, lasagne & chips and a mars bar.  The rest of the group were sitting patiently before 

Duncan and Peter headed further down the road on their own adventure whilst the rest of us headed 

back were we came from.  But not before topping up bidons under the watchful eye of the locals. 

 

 

 

As for that orchid, a plastic bag allowed it to be stuffed up my back where it remained for the return 

journeys duration and now sits proudly in my garden. 



This part of the ride we were all looking forward to as two very good descents awaited us, the first was 

fast, technical and very adrenaline pumping as the road was narrow, uneven and shady. At the bottom a 

general regrouping took place but Phil, Paul & Scott found distancing me easy indeed as the road 

levelled. At the top of the main descent they waited for me and we collectively smashed the 

descent…..funny that…less than 5 minutes to go down, nearly an hour to go up….. The sound of brakes 

on rims awoken the silence as we moved down quickly indeed. 

Phil and Paul from this point on found every small hill the opportunity to race, kinda reminded me of 

that time I witnessed Chris R and Andrew B racing each other in the Frank Papp Memorial at Stokers 

Siding. Great to see. 

Our remaining K’s were uneventful and we soon found the Dugandan Pub and completion of the ride. 

Pete and Duncan also made it home and all despite the 30 minute delay all within the allotted time.  For 

me a quick drive back to QSAC to see my son compete for a place at the Australia Juniors in Perth next 

year…..good news on two fronts, I got there in time and saw the race and secondly he qualified by 4 

seconds…pheeww. 

Well done all riders, a great day and to those who missed this one….book it in for next year even if it is 

for the shortened version only as it is well worth the effort.   

 

 

 

   

 


